The hotel
Adress: Av. Oceânica s/nº Ondina – Salvador-BA - CEP: 40170-010
Telephone: +55 (71) 3023-9700

The Military Center of Conventions and Lodgings of Aeronautics - CEMCOHA displays elegance and good taste in each of its environments. Planned to offer services of a Convention Center, Events and lodging, CEMCOHA meets the highest expectations for various activities, leisure and differentiated service. (We only accept the payment in cash – US dollars)

Services:
- Lodging for children accompanied by parents;
- Breakfast;
- Auditorium for events;
- Fitness;
- Outdoor swimming pool;
- Wi-Fi;
- Billed telephone;
- Cable TV;
- Hair dryer; and
- Electronic safe.
Convention Center
The city of Salvador, considered one of the main Brazilian capitals for business tourism and events, promotes in the CEMCOHA family the consideration of relevant points such as convenience, infrastructure and varied options for those who will participate in your event. Here you find the ideal space to host congresses, meetings, fairs and conventions, composed of 1 Auditorium Master and 2 Mini-Auditoriums, in addition to 1 Party Room.

Master Auditorium
Capacity for 173 people;
Support structure with lecture rooms and technical room;
Excellent lighting and quality facilities;
State-of-the-art audio visual equipment;
Stage of 24 m²;
Total area of 270 m².

Mini-Auditoriums
Capacity for up to 20 people with own work station;
For strategic meetings;
Area of 44.5 m².

Party Room
Capacity for up to 250 people;
Built-in kitchen area;
View to the beach and to Oceanic Avenue.
Accommodation

The CEMCOHA has 71 apartments, divided between STANDARD and VIP, distributed in 2 wings, South Wing and North Wing, which are articulated parallel to a privileged deck with a beautiful view of “Bahia de Todos os Santos”.

Each wing consists of suites ranging from 25.50 to 31.50 m², all with balcony, internet access via Wi-Fi, air conditioning, electronic safe, entry via magnetic card, mini bar, cable TV and telephone line. *(We only accept the payment in cash – US dollars)*
Recreation

The CEMCOHA has an excellent lighted tennis court, wet area with panoramic swimming pool, towel service and sun loungers, plus a gym fitness area.

Points of interest

Located in one of the most beautiful coastal regions of Bahia, CEMCOHA is only 28 km from Salvador International Airport and close to the beautiful beach of “Porto da Barra” (2.2 km, about 13 minutes' walk) and one of the Tourist cards of the city, “Farol da Barra” (2 km, about 10 minutes walk). In this same border, there are several bars and restaurants with dishes typical of Bahian cuisine. A few kilometers, the Historical Center with other sights worth visiting: “Modelo” Market,” Lacerda” Elevator and “Pelourinho” (5.4 km).
Shopping

“Barra Shopping”, is very close to CEMCOHA (1.4 km, about 7 minutes walk), is worth a visit, has a great variety of shops and a wide food court. Not far away, the bohemian “Rio Vermelho” district, (3.3 km), with several bars and typical restaurants.

Welcome to Salvador, BAHIA - BRAZIL